With the continuous development of science and technology and economy, the development of computer network technology in China is becoming more and more rapid, and the demand for science and technology has become more and more high. In recent years, embedded systems have developed very rapidly in China with such advantages as small size, strong application reliability, and strong specificity, and so on, which is gradually adopted by more and more people. But with the continuous application, people have also begun to find out the problems of the system itself, and the new generation of embedded computing system came into being. This paper mainly analyzes and discusses the embedded real-time network communication technology at the present stage.
Introduction
Now we are in the era of information diversification and diversification, in order to adapt to the environment faster, how to better apply the communication technology in our life has become the focus of our research. At the present stage, one of the most communication technologies we have applied is the embedded real-time network information technology. In the process of information processing, the use of this method can effectively ensure the real-time and reliability of information and security, but with the continuous development of science and technology how to better apply this system in our life has become our most important task.
Requirements of Embedded Real-time Network System
Because the embedded real-time network system has its own reliability, effectiveness, adaptability and change ability, the system is embedded real-time network system. In order to better ensure that the embedded real-time network system can be carried out in a bad and changeable environment. Application, we must ensure that the embedded real-time network system itself can meet the following requirements. [1] In order to effectively ensure the timeliness of the embedded real-time network system, the first thing to do is to ensure that when the embedded real time network system is produced, the information of multiple distributed subsystems within its own equipment is more carefully coupled to the other systems in general, only in this way to the maximum extent. To improve the timeliness of the embedded real-time network system, and at the same time, it can put forward higher standards for the timeliness of the embedded real-time network system in the continuous development of technology. This requires that the network protocols used in the embedded real-time network system must have certain real time performance. The so-called positive real-time performance is mainly meant that even in the process of using the embedded real-time network system the worst case is encountered, its reflection time is affirmative and definite. In addition, in the course of the actual application of the embedded real-time network system, when the number of network nodes is more relative, or when some nodes meet the timely response of the system, it needs the relevant network protocol to support the tuning of the first level, in order to better give time to the time. The information of the emergent task is transmitted, and the certainty of its own transmission is ensured [2] .
For the embedded real-time network system, its own reliability is a very important link for the the computer system within a certain time. The application of embedded real-time network communication system in the computer system can effectively ensure that the running process of every software in the computer does not interfere with each other, and as far as possible to ensure that all the work within the computer can be coordinated and effective work. In the process of designing the embedded network system, in order to better ensure the timeliness and reliability of the embedded network system in the process of designing the embedded network system, we must ensure that the information between the systems can be coupled, so it is necessary to ensure the uniform distribution in the process of the system information equipment. At the same time, only in this way can we ensure that the embedded network system runs with timeliness. In the process of applying the embedded network system, the network protocol needs to effectively control the real-time performance of the network, and can apply the response of the embedded network system to keep higher requirements for the time of the application. In addition to the time necessary for the application of embedded network system, the embedded network system needs to handle the network nodes correctly. These nodes require that the system should have a timely response and have high requirements for the embedded network system, which is precisely because of the high requirements for the system. In order to better ensure the accuracy of the information transmission of the embedded network system in the process of information transmission. For embedded network system to achieve timeliness and reliability is complementary to each other, in the process of design can not be ignored any one, only in this way to better ensure the stability of the embedded network system. The reliability of embedded network system will directly affect the useful power, yield and production efficiency of communication system. Unlike other communication systems, for embedded network systems, if the environment is running in the environment relative to bad conditions, such as the electromagnetic instability in the area, the local magnetic field is constantly changing. In this case, the embedded real-time network system will play its own anti dry. The function of disturbance, and timely check out the problem, in a certain case, will take relevant technical measures to help the system itself to restore normal. Because the embedded network system has the timeliness and reliability in its operation, it can effectively help the failure of the system quickly removed and restore the normal running state as soon as possible [6] .
In the process of running the embedded real-time network system, the subsystem of the embedded real-time network system needs to transmit the effective information to the embedded real-time network system continuously. The length of the information itself is relatively short, so that the short frame structure of its own information can be used to make it possible to make use of the characteristics of the short frame structure of its own information. The bandwidth can be effectively utilized, so that the communication efficiency of the embedded real-time network system can be effectively improved. For any communication system, the validity and real time of communication are the most important. Especially at the present stage, we are in a big environment with high speed of information development. If we can not guarantee the real time and effectiveness of the communication system, it is very bad for the people to use. The embedded real-time network system has real time and effectiveness in the process of using it. It can ensure the speed of information transmission while ensuring information security. Only by ensuring the speed of information transmission and ensuring the security of information can truly guarantee the communication effectiveness of the information itself. In many cases, the purpose of our application of embedded real-time network system is to ensure that information can be more secure and more stable in the channel and communication, which is the communication effect of information. There is a great demand for force.
In order to better ensure the efficiency of the embedded real-time network system in the process of running, then the design of embedded real-time network system needs to design an open network operation environment, only in this way can the efficiency of the embedded real-time network system run better. In the process of applying the embedded real-time network system, the embedded real-time network can be linked through the enterprise with the Internet, which can effectively ensure that all the management items in the enterprise can be applied to the management platform
